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Bolinda Audio, United States, 2016. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 171 x 133 mm.
Language: English . Brand New. A humble soldier, known only as Jones, wakes in hospital with no
recollection of his past. The few fleeting fragments of memory he glimpses are horrifying moments
from the battlefield at Ypres. His very identity becomes a puzzle he must solve.Then Eden
Valentine comes gliding into his world, a stunning seamstress who has a dream of her own business
in high fashion but duty to her family may never permit her to fulfil it while her fiancé resents the
intrusion of the disarming Jones in such desperate need of her help to unravel his
past.Surrounding the mystery is Alex Wynter, the influential heir to the Wynter industrial empire
and country manor Larksfell Hall. With his aristocratic family still reeling from a recent tragedy, he
brings news that will further rock the foundations of their privileged lives.When their three very
different worlds collide, the pieces of the past finally fall into place and lead them into wildly
unexpected futures. What they discover will bring shattering consequences that threaten to tear
apart far more than just the heart of the tailor s girl.
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ReviewsReviews

Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Annette Boyle-- Annette Boyle

This publication will never be e ortless to begin on studying but extremely entertaining to learn. It is probably the most incredible publication i have go
through. I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this publication to learn.
-- Austin O'Connell-- Austin O'Connell
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